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Junior Accountant/Payroll Officer 

 
General Statement of Duties 

Performs technical accounting functions for the finance operations for the County; serves as Payroll 

Officer. 

 

Distinguishing Features of the Position 

Primary responsibility for full spectrum payroll administration, including maintaining systems that 

support payroll and recordkeeping. Work includes generating a variety of records and reports, other 

accounting clerical duties, and generating spread sheets and graphics on fiscal matters. Also 

performs a variety of paraprofessional accounting tasks involving journal entries, reconciling bank 

statements, handling minimal accounts payables and receivables, assisting with year-end audit 

procedures, generating a variety of financial reports, and performing related fiscal duties.  Work is 

performed under minimal supervision, with work evaluated through observation, review of results, 

and audit of the records by an external auditor. 

 

Duties and Responsibilities 

Essential Duties and Tasks 

 Responsible for new employee onboarding (a process for giving and receiving all necessary 

payroll forms), including benefit enrollment at the time of hire. 

 Responsible for administration of payroll process, including calculating pay, preparing 

necessary documentation, and maintaining all systems and ensuring that the data is 

accurate and up to date at all times; works within tightly established processes and 

deadlines in order to ensure timely generation of pay checks. 

 Maintains and processes all documents for the payroll system; reviews, edits, adjusts, and 

runs checks for payroll; prepares a variety of reports related to payroll and fringe benefits; 

assures that benefits vendors are paid; maintains up to date employee database; maintains 

appropriate records; maintains employee leave calculation and balance records; monitors 

and creates excel spreadsheets for many areas. 

 

 

Job Class Title:    Junior Accountant/Payroll Officer 

Department:      Finance 

Salary Grade:     SG 22  

Work Schedule:  Full-time Regular:  (37.5 hours/week) 

FLSA Classification:  Non-Exempt 
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 Responsible for benefit maintenance, including open enrollment, management and 

maintenance of the online benefit system, and ACA monitoring and reporting.  

 Posts daily transactions, journal entries, amendments, deposits, disbursements and other 

documents to the general ledger; reconciles monthly bank statements. 

 Generates a variety of spreadsheets and graphics depicting financial conditions and status. 

 Assists with various posting, printing and calculating of accounts for month and year-end 

closing, budget figures, and budget amendments. 

 

Additional Job Duties 

 Provides back-up for administrative office staff; types letters and manually prepares checks; 

opens and distributes mail when needed. 

 Provides back-up for computer records. 

 Performs related duties as required. 

 Cash Receipt Posting 

 Daily Deposits 

 Monthly or Quarterly billing to entities that owe the County 

 

Recruitment and Selection Guidelines 

 Considerable knowledge of accounting principles and practices. 

 Working knowledge of laws, general statutes, rules and regulations governing specific 

municipal accounting tasks. 

 Must be familiar with federal laws, statutes and regulations surrounding payroll, 

timekeeping and FLSA standards. 

 Working knowledge of computer operations as they relate to assigned tasks.  Ability to 

compile, evaluate and reconcile a variety of fiscal or accounting functions and to change 

priorities quickly while maintaining accuracy level. 

 Ability to demonstrate initiative, with attention to detail. 

 Must be able to work autonomously with minimal supervision; able to self-direct and self-

motivate to accomplish the daily tasks and responsibilities related to the position. 

 Ability to develop and maintain working relationships with a variety of people including 

vendors, general public, and other employees and supervisors. 

 Ability to communicate effective in oral and written forms. 

 Ability to perform accounting processes with speed and accuracy. 

 Ability to make arithmetic computations accurately and with reasonable speed. 

 Proficient in Excel and other standard office programs.  

 Customer Service experience preferred. 
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Required Education and Experience 

Graduation from a two-year college with a major in accounting or business.  Experience in an 

automated fiscal or accounting environment, preferably in the public sector.   AS400 and Kronos 

(web based timekeeping system) knowledge a plus. 

 

Physical Requirements 

 Must be able to physically perform the basic life operational functions of fingering, talking, 

hearing and repetitive motion. 

 Must be able to perform sedentary work, exerting up to 10 pounds of force occasionally, 

and/or a negligible amount of force frequently or constantly to move objects. 

 Must possess the visual acuity to prepare data and statistics, work with accounting 

processes, operate a computer terminal, and do extensive reading. 

 


